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Editor's Notes
After a few years of partial departmental support, PN is now supporting itself through
individual and library subscriptions.
Although our list of library subscribers is still short, it is distinguished: University of
Arizona; Brasenose College, Oxford; University of California at Berkeley; Cornell University; Duke
University; Harvard University; University of Iowa; The King's School, Canterbury; University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill; Northwestern University; University of Pennsylvania; and Stanford
University. If you would like to request that your library subscribe, you might inform the Serials
Division that subscriptions ($3.00 or Ll.50 per year) can be made through EBSCO or Faxon, or
directly to either of the editors (addresses on the last page).
In 1982 and subsequent years PN will appear in the spring and the autumn.
News
It is possible (not certain) that the Pater Society will be granted status as an Allied
Organization of the Modern Language Association in 1983 and will therefore be able to schedule a
meeting of the Society at the 1983 Convention. There is no hope of such for the 1982 Convention in
Los Angeles.

*
Gerald Monsman's Pater Session at the 1981 MLA in New York, "Pater's Criticism: The
Renaissance and Its Contexts" was a rousing success. The crowd, which one panel member estimated
at 130 and another at 150, was by anyone's estimation extraordinarily large for a session. The
session's appeal clearly extended beyond the bounds of the Pater Society, especially to scholars
whose primary interest is criticism, twentieth-century fiction, or Victorian writers besides Pater.
The panel at the session and their papers are as follows: Billie Andrew Inman, "The Theory of
Aesthetic Criticism in Pater's Preface to The Renaissance"; U.C. Knoepflmacher, "Arnold
Redressed: Pater's Strategies of Subversion"; J. Hillis Miller, "The Preface and Conclusion to The
-Renaissance"; and Ira Bruce Nadel, "Pater's Staircase."

*
Samuel Wright has completed research and note-taking for his extensive annotated index to
Pater's writings, and is now typing the manuscript. Among the complex information included in the
index will be details gathered by Mr. Wright during recent travels in Italy.

*

-2The projected Complete Works of Walter Pater is seven-volumes, divided as follows:
Volume I: Pater, 1864-1873: Early Essays and "The Renaissance," ed. Donald L. Hill, the
University of Michigan
Volume II: Pater, 1874-1883: Criticism and Fiction, ed. Laurel Brake, the University College of
Wales
Volume III: Pater, 1885: "Marius the Epicurean," ed. Roland G. Frean, Massey University, New
Zealand
Volume IV: Pater October 1885-June 1888: Cri ticism and "Ima inar Portraits," ed. Eugene
Brzenk, the University o Notre Dame
Volume V: Pater, June 1888-1891: "Gaston de Latour" and Criticism, ed. Gerald Monsman,
Duke University
Volum e VI: Pater, 1892-1893: Fiction, Criticism, and "Plato and Platonism," ed. William F.
Shuter, Eastern Michigan University
Volume VII: Pater, 1894: Late Essays; the Houghton Library Manuscripts, edd. Sharon Bassett,
California State University at Los Angeles, and Hayden Ward, West Virginia University
General editor Donald L. Hill, Associate Editor Billie A. Inman, and all of the volume-editors have
committed themselves to completing the work, whether or not the application to the N.E.H. for
funding (submitted October 1, 1981) is approved. By fortunate chance, one of the editors is on
sabbatical leave this semester and five will be on sabbatical leave during 1982-83.
Reviews (edited by Hayden Ward)
The Victorian Ima ination: Essa s in Aesthetic Ex !oration, by William E. Buckler. New York &
London: New York University Press The Gotham Library, 1980. Pp. x+382. $22.50 cloth, $10.50
paper.
The Victorian Imagination seeks to demonstrate that "The literary experiment which the
Victorians undertook with the urgency of a desperate hope was the salvation of imaginative letters."
Of the seventeen essays which make up the volume, two treat Pater, specifically Marius the
Epicurean; the others are devoted to a brief introduction, one essay on Carlyle, eight on Tennyson,
one on Swinburne, and four on Hardy.
Both of the essays on Marius have appeared earlier: "Marius the Epicurean: Beyond
Victorianism" in Victorian Poetry and "Deja vu Inverted: the Imminent Future in Walter Pater's
Marius the Epicurean" in The Victorian Newsletter. The first, an insightful commentary on the
effects of the work on the reader rather than its oft-pursued biographical significance, argues that
Marius' gersonality, though highly individual, is mythic in the sense that his experiences enact both a
perennial human psychological journey and a repeated pattern in history. The organic structure of
the narrative is apparent for Buckler in the way in which Marius' early experiences prepare for his
reception of later ones, while his susceptibility to mysticism and his early allegiance to empiricism
prefigure his response to the personalities and philosophies he encounters. But while Marius reflects
Pater's own adoption of Lockean epistemology, he more importantly reflects (or "refracts" to use
Buckler's term) an always present impulse toward empiricism. "A large part of Pater's purpose is to
create a unity, a perenniality, out of the value- quest of Western man," writes Buckler, and he is
successful to the extent that "Epicurus is a contemporary of John Stuart Mill; Heraclitus and John
Locl<e are spiritual brothers; . .. and Plato can easily be imagined walking the Cumnor Hills" (p.
266).
What Marius experiences are, then, like intellectual movements in history,
"transform-ations"
rather than "conversions." And, while the psychological responses to Marcus
(
Aurelius, Lucius Verus and Cornelius which move Marius toward the early Christian community are
narratively credible, Marcus Aurelius represents not simply the philosophical Stoicism of the time
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but the future "dark, ascetic, hardened, official, public side" of the Christianity of the Middle Ages,
just as Cornelius represents the "debonair, graceful, energetic, supremely hopeful side" (272). More,/
Q
that Marius dies in sympathy with the Christianity of Cornelius and Cecilia though not yet himself a ~ ...,
Christian, and further that he dies with "the tablet of the mind white and smooth, for whatsoever J wi
divine fingers might choose to write there" is to be read not as an endorsement of Christianity but lf'J...:-of an "unclouded receptivity of soul" as the most hopeful mode of meeting the future.

6

The second essay on Marius reads rather like a heightened summary of, or perhaps a set of
rejected paragraphs intended for, the first. There is no reference to or accommodation with the
earlier essay; the later begins as if the other had never been written, includes several of the same
quotations, and makes essentially the same points. (The eight essays on Tennyson similarly strike a
reader as separating comments on individual poems that might better be presented in closer
proximity.) One difference between the Pater essays i$._a greater emphasis in the second 011. the wa;·;
the futu~.g-es-out of the past and ho~ the_r_efore Marius' sensitive experience of his own tim
grants-trim a kind of foresight,-1heJnverted deja vu of the title. "':r:_hrough the instrumentality of th
'book;-bt>"tl'i as the story of Marius and as an imaginative structure," writes Buckler, "we, in whatever
century, see our past futuristically: we witness both the what and the how of the making of us and
hence the what and how of history" (291). A second difference is the attribution of more of the
grace of Cornelius to Marius himself than is apparent in the earlier essay. A third is a rhetoric of
greater pressure and greater abstractness, which I, for one, find less agreeable. For instance, "Since
his subject is the human understanding in a state of directed motion, consciousness negotiating
history, he creates in Marius a structure of awareness that carefully dislocates all possibility of a
dogmatic center and places the protagonist, the narrator/commentator, and the reader in a state of
spiritual community in that they are all on their own, all fallible, and all engaged (while the book
lasts) in a conscientious effort at personal renewal." That is comprehensible, but a certain aura of
profundity is gained at the cost of accuracy and clarity of statement.
It is important to say that the presence of Pater in the volume is not confined to these two
essays. Though he scarcely figures in the introductory essay, Pater enters quietly but importantly,
for instance, in the essay on Carlyle. "Anyone who takes even the least of his cues regarding the
special nature of literary experience from Walter Pater will quickly perceive that the special
spiritual involvement that the author of Past and Present invites the reader to participate in is
aesthetic rather than sociological," writes Buckler, who goes on to describe Past and Present as "the
finer accommodation of speech to [the] vision within" (pp. 17-18). Another well-known Paterian
formulation from the essay on Style "the imaginative sense of fact," appears at several key points
in the volume, and in the final essayhhe "enveloping metaphor of re8.lity" that Buckler celebrates in
Hardy's work is metaphorically equated with the "concurrence, renewed from moment to moment, of
forces parting sooner or later on their ways" (367).
Pater thus indeed appears to be not only one of the exemplars of the Victorian Imagination
that Buckler admires, but one of the important influences on the theory of the function of literature .
that give these seventeen essays the unity they have. F:or Buckler, Tennyson and Carlyle are the ·
first of the Victorians to recognize that "they must use lit~-method-f-or convertinglll1ln's
•perception onrre-wor:r-aaround him as well as his perception of literature itself by showing him that ·
literature is relevant, not only to life, but also to literature, that literature is made of literature;
and that fas Whole ffterary heritage has incomparable re1evance to his whole lffe m th1Sworld"i6)7
That statement occurs in the introductory essay immediately after Buckler's challenge to
"formalist" criticism, under which term he appears to include the New Critics, Structuralists, and
Post-Structuralists. "The more systematic the theorists become, the more exquisitely enclosed in
concepts and terms, the less likely they are to touch literary experience empirically at all or to
establish significant contact with a literature that eschewed theory inductively rather than
deductively • . • ." He returns to the point again in the final essay in arguing that "the 'autonomy of
the text' is either a metaphor or a fallacy" (352).

-4Scattered though the volume as are Buckler's statements of theoretical belief, attempting
to reconstruct his critical position and suggest the apparent lacunae in the form in which they thus
appear would require more space than is appropriate here. What may be said is that despite
Buckler's readiness to assert that ''literature is made of literature," the entire volume is a challenge
to those modes of criticism that build a wall between literature and the rest of reality by making
literature wholly self-referential. In the absence of a crisp, clearly articulated statement of the
philosophical, psychological, or linguistic bases of his position, we can hardly say that he has fought
a decisive battle against the large group of influential critics he appears to range under the rubric
"formalist," but the challenge is stimulating as he returns to the Arnoldian faith "in the verifiable
experience of the human spirit trapped and shrunken in the literalness of its own time and space and
then freed into perceptual light and expanse of spirit through the deliverances of the world's most
trustworthy revelation, its greatest books" (13). And Paterians will especially wish to note that the
same Pater whose recognition of the relativity of all experience has recently been more and more
,cited as a precursor to much of that fashionable contemporary criticism which denies language and
iterature reference to reality is here drawn upon by a critic who insists "without literature, modern
man is without guidance in spiritual renewal, and without spiritual renewal men are doomed to sit,
like Carlyle's monkeys on the edge of the Dead Sea, chattering to each other" (p. 5).
Wendell Harris
Pennsylvania State University
Walter Pater's Readin : A Biblio ra h of His Librar Borrowin s and Literar References 18581873, by Billie Andrew Inman. New York & London: Garland Publishing, 1981. Pp. xliii+380. 50.00
Through 214 library borrowings and 545 assignments of literary references (some of these
annotations reaching the length of mini-essays) Professor In man's volume traces Pater's philosophic
and aesthetic interests from 1858 to the publication of his first major work in 1873, The
Renaissance. Since Pater is to the end of the Victorian period what Thomas Caryle was to its
beginning--one of those all-important figures who sum up the spirit and culture of an age-Pater's
Reading is, at its broadest, clearly a contribution to scholarly thinking about and knowledge of the
nineteenth century. Certainly Professor Inman is quite correct in maintaining that records of
Pater's reading give a richer account of his intellectual development than simple inferences drawn
from his fictional characters: for example, the sort of assumption that allows the solitary figure of
Marius, drifting from birth to martyrdom through a whole dream world of ideally exquisite passions,
to be a verbatim "quotation" from Pater's own life.
A word of caution, however, about the use of this volume is in order. One can best use it as
a reference book, dipping in and out selectively. Some, however, will want (or need) to read it cover
to cover; and after a few hours something strange begins to happen: one's sense of Pater is
distracted into a thousand reflections.
He becomes the high priest of a certain "magpie
incoherence" or, to vary the image, a sort of intellectual pack-rat stealing other's ideas to swell his
textual hoard. This, of course, is the danger inherent in any compilation and is certainly not anything
the author could have avoided. Pater, one must simply tell himself, is vastly more than the sum of
the "borrowings" here recorded. Like Tennyson or Morris who have woven some beautiful poems that
are less a reflection of actual life than a distillation of literary, especially classicial, reminiscence,
so Pater has created his "portraits" by an echoing or re-re-echoing of cultural history and its
concepts, reordered by him according to his deep psychic perceptions. Professor lnman's splendidly
analytic work provides the basis for any future synthesis of Pater's psychic and intellectual patterns
of mind.
Also, this study, projected to run to a second volume covering the years 18 74-18 94, will be
the foundation of the eventual annotated edition of Pater's works. Her project is, therefore, an
undertaking of prime importance to Pater scholars, and her method is both original and highly
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areas of Books-and-Reading or Bibliography the kind of research tool closest to Inman's study most
recently published is the list brought out this year by the University of Virginia, Lewis Carroll's
Library, edited by Jeffrey Stern. But whereas Stern simply reprints sale catalogues of Dodgson's
library and discusses in an introduction his holdings, Inman's study doubles as an intellectual
biography of her subject as well. Clearly what we have here is much more than a mere
bibliographical listing of books borrowed from Oxford's libraries (Queen's, Brasenose, Taylor,
Bodleian); Inman's introductory essay and tripartite division into developmental phases ("Pater's
Philosophic Quest, 1858-1863," "Pater's Formation of an Aesthetic Stance and Style, 1863-1869," and
"From Confident Artistry to Troubled Fame, 1870-1873"), together with her extensive annotations,
push this study into the realm of intellectual history. Like Mark Reed's reconstruction of the
Wordsworth chronology or J.L. Lowes' Road to Xanadu, Inman's study of Pater's sources will be
indispensable--not only to future students of his life, but also to scholars of Victorian intellectual
history and to those interested in the foundations of modernism.
Gerald Monsman
Duke University
The Greek Heritage in Victorian Britain, by Frank M. Turner. New Haven: Yale University Press,
1981. Pp. xiv+461. $30.00.
To distinguish his own book from that published only last year by Richard J enkyns on the
same general subject, Frank Turner says that he hopes to discover in their writings about the ancient
Greeks not the Victorians' indebtedness to classical sources, but the cast of mind that led them to
regard the Greeks as "useful" in a widely diverse range of polemical purposes. That the Greeks
seemed to the Victorians to be much like themselves and could be enlisted, therefore, in the causes
of nineteenth-century disputation enables Turner to offer some valuable insights into the
controversialist character of Victorian historical interpretation, especially in the period before at
least the appearance of "scientific" procedure and tone became de rigueur for the professional
historian.
As Turner presents it, Victorian Hellenism has two major branches, the idealistic and the
evolutiorrary;-M-irttnewAfnold and others believed that fifth-centur..y Athens repres-ented a timeless
ideal of human character that recurrently becomes dominant throughout Western history. For the
evolutionists, among them Ruskin, ancient Greece represents the nobly simple childhood of Western
man, to which he looks nostalgically but to which he can never return. Both of these views Turner
traces to Winckelmann and to subsequent German Hellenists-Lessing, Schiller, the Schlegels, and.
Goethe-who gave his views wide currency.
~~ :::::-

BD/lt

Turner says that, virtually alone among_VictQrian critics, Pater provided "an integrated
interpretation of the Greek experience"- p. 68). In contrast to Arnold and the other idealists, Pater,
~ with his thorough know!eage or-Hegel, as evinced in the Winckelmann essay, "believed that it was
possible to regard Greece from a developmental standpoint and still discern in Greek art and
experience something that would prove lasting and of contemporary relevance and worth" (p. 70).
Turner supports this judgment with extended quotations from "The Beginnings of Greek Sculpture"
and "The Marbles of Aegina." He goes on to analyze lucidly Pater's view of the dialectical
relationship of the centrifugal Ionian impulse and the centripetal Dorian impulse in Greek
civilization. For Turner, "Pater provided an alternative pattern [to thnt of the idealists] for the
humanistic appreciation of Greece during the next fifty years" (p. 70).
Turner writes in some detail about George Grote's influence on Pater's views regarding
Greek myth. For instance, he maintains that Pater's idea, first adumbrated in "Winckelmann," of a
"universal pagan sentiment" that links Greek and me~e~thopoeia owes much to Grote.
However, he says that while Grote regarded tlie Greel< myths as evidence of an early stage in the

1
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development of the consciousness of Western man, Pater, synthesizing the idealist and evolutionary
views, considered them as what Turner calls "existential images" of the timeless "needs and
aspirations" of human consciousness. Turner argues that Pater adopted much of Grote's analysis of
Greek myths only to repudiate his belief that they represented a time and culture that antedated the
ascendancy of a full rationalism. For Pater, the myths were significant precisely in that they
revealed the ineradicability and power of irrational desire and behavior throughout man's history. In
this view, Pater anticipated the work of such "ritualists" as Jane Harrison and J.G. Frazer. Although
Turner's argument for Grote's influence upon Pater's conception of the Greeks and recognition of
shared elements in Greek and medieval mythopoeia is impressive in itself, it seems overstated in the
light of source studies made by Donald Hill, Billie Inman, Gerald Monsman, and William Shuter,
whose works taken together (edition of The Renaissance, Walter Pater's Reading, Pater's Portraits,
and a paper in manuscript on Plato and Platonism, respectively) would point us to Hegel, Karl
Friedrich Hermann, Ernest Renan, Lewis Campbell, Eduard Zeller, Karl Otfried Muller, August
Boeckh and Ferdinand Christian Bauer (via Friedrich Ueberweg), and Ernst Curtius as the primary
influences upon Pater's conceptions of the Greeks and related subjects.

l
~

Following his survey of the different shades of Victorian Hellenism, Turner presents five
ong chapters, each devoted to an important controversy in which the ancient Greeks were used as
surrogates" for other issues: the nature of the authorship of the Homeric epics (scriptural
nterpretation), the proper meaning of the Athenian constitution (the problems of modern
1democracy), the relation of Socrates to the Sophists (reason vs. political expediency), the modern
relevance of Aristotle's Ethics, and the Platonic revival (individualism vs. authoritarianism). Pater
figures only in these last two discussions.

-

In 1857, Alexander Grant published an edition of the Ethics in which he sought to place
Aristotle's work within the framework of Hegelian philosophy. Smee Pater had been reading Hegel
assidiously at Oxford, Turner assumes that he knew Grant's edition intimately and posits that the
"Conclusion" to The Renaissance, starting with the fourth paragraph, contains echoes of Grant.
(Turner is obviously using the 1873 text; in subsequent editions, the passage to which he refers is the
third paragraph, beginning with the quotation from Novalis.) This assertion that Pater was strongly
influenced by Grant's explanation of Aristotle's concept of energia as roughly equivalent to the
modern idea of self-consciousness will probably strike most students of Pater as questionable,
especially since Turner does not quote the passages in Grant that Pater is presumably echoing.

In the Platonic revival, Pater plays a significant but ambiguous role. He had probably read
Grote's authoritative Plato, and the Other Companion of Socrates (1865), in which the idealistic
interpretation is displaced by a materialistic humanism. Pater combines Grote's analysis with his
own Hegelian interpretation to assert the thesis, contra Jowett's idealistic assessment, that Plato
cultivates the skeptical spirit necessary for (modern) rational analysis. Also, Turner says that Pater
finds in the "Doric" order of Plato's Republic an analogue to the ascetic monastic community of the
Middle Ages. Attuned in his own way to the major theme of Victorian classical studies, Pater
delineates the penetration of Christian culture by the vestiges of ancient Greek art and philosophy.
That is not quite the same as finding Christian and Greek culture "analogous," as Turner says that
most nineteenth-century Hellenists did. On this point, he seems to misinterpret Pater somewhat to
support his own thesis. - \.'VO
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Turner overlooks the irony that, in seeking in the "Greek heritage" a moral center to which
they could hold, the Victorian Hellenists engaged in acts of interpretation that strikingly exemplify
the intellectual pluralism that they found discomfiting. Despite that omission, his book is clearly a
major study. However, students of Pater will find that he plays only a secondary role in the work.
Unlike Jenkyns, Turner values considerably not only Pater's work but that of the other
Victorian Hellemsls. Indeed, his own book is somewhat Victorian in its massiveness, its imposing but
heavy scholarship, and its unrelieved earnestness. Utterly lacking is the playful wit and the

-7willingness to make bold judgments that reviewers found pleasing in Jenkyns' study. Each book is
valuable, and together they provide a sharp contrast between British and American notions of
scholarly writing. The belletristic manner seems alien to American scholars, and because their
writing generally lacks it, they are seldom fun to read.
Hayden Ward
West Virginia University

Recent Publications
(Compiled and annotated by Sharon Bassett and Billie Inman)
Books

Nineteent~

Harris, Wendell V. The Omnipresent Debate: Empiricism and Transcendentalism in
Century English Prose [Pater passim] . Dekalb: Northern Illinois Univ. Press, 1981. (to be reviewed in
PN, No. 10 or 11)
Essays

Buford, W.H. "Goethe, Walter Pater, and 'the Aesthetic Consciousness'." In Festschrift for E.W.
Herd. Ed. August Obermayer. Dunedin, New Zealand: Dept. of German, Univ. of Otago, 1980. pp.
44-54. Buford argues that Edward Bullough's 1907 lectures published as The Modern Conception of
Aesthetics are much influenced by Goethe. The several references to Pater, "still under a cloud
because of the failings of successors," suggest that he too shaped Bulloch's thinking. "What [Buford
fl.sks himself] had Pater thought of Goethe?" Space is given to a summary of events in Pater's life
that have some connection with German literature and philosophy (especially Hegel and
Winckelmann). Buford thinks that Pater gives Bullough the notion that there is an "ideal of aesthetic
culture" and that Bullough then decides that Goethe is a prime exemplar of that culture.
Bullen, Barrie. "The Source and Development of the Idea of the Renaissance in Early NineteenthCentury French Criticism." Mod. Lang. Rev., 76 (April 1981), 311-22. Bullen convincingly challenges
Wallace K. Ferguson's claim that "the Renaissance [as a cultural period] in history 'emerged full
grown from the head of Jacob Burckhardt"' and Lucien Febvre's claim "that Michelet 'inventa la
Renaissance."' He shows that the concept was assimilated in French art criticism before Michelet
published La Renaissance, in 1855, and that its first exponent seems to have been Seroux d'Agincourt
(Histoire de l'art par les monumens, 1823).
Cervo, Nathan. "Two Aspects of Naturalism: Ruskin and Pater." Journ. of Pre-Raphaelite Studies, 1
(May 1981), 37-49. Cervo writes as if he has just discovered two writers named John Ruskin and
Walter Pater. His article is replete with long, undigested quotations from Ruskin and Pater,
punctuated by generalized interpretive ideas that were absorbed years ago into the stream of
criticism: for example, "In Pater, on the other hand, the moment emerges as an end in itself" (p. 44)
and "Pater perceived that 'the Renaissance schools' embodied his own avowedly Cyrenaic values of
beauty and pleasure in a palimpsestic way" (p. 46).

I

Christ, Carol T. "T.S. Eliot and the Victorians." Mod. Philology, 79 (Nov. 1981), 157-65. Christ
argues that "the central doctrines Eliot uses to define his early poetic achievement-the
reunification of sensibility, the objective correlative, the impersonality of poetry-grow directly out
of developments in Victorian poetry" (p. 157). As to Eliot and Pater, she states that "both use a '
metaphor of._:hem ical33-'1'bina tion for the process of artistic creation in which the • ; ; ;uch like
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the scientist, brings together certain elements which, when fused, create the formula for that
particular work of art" (p. 161).
Clements, Patricia. "'Strange Flowers': Some Notes on the Baudelaire of Swinburne and Pater." Mod.
Lang. Rev., 76 (Jan. 1981), 21-30. Clements sees Pater's "Modernity" in Gaston de Latour as a
tribute to Baudelaire, one in a sequence of nineteenth-century tributes beginning with Swinburne's
, -.).:: review of Les Fleurs du mal in The Spectator in 1862. She quotes parallel passages from Pater's
",yl · "Modernity" and Baudelaire's "Le Peintre de la vie moderne," a chapter of his critique of Constantin
~0"' Guys in L'art romantigue, proving that the "modern" poet who bewitches Gaston (called Ronsard) is
}.. ,.
patterned after Baudelaire. Also, Clements suggests that a phrase in the "Conclusion" (1873),
~',.}:' . : suppressed in revision-"strange flowers"-"might have associated his book with the poet Buchanan
t1 ,}:. had said was 'the godfather as it were of the modern Fleshly School"' (p. 24).

~,)'

~-

~

('

'i(

Currie, Robert. "Pater's Rational Cosmos." Philolog. Q., 59 (Winter 1980), 95-104. Currie maintains
that "there is a sense in which Pater always discerned an absolute apart from, yet as well as, the
relativities contemplated by 'the modern spirit"'-in other words, he holds that Pater sensed a
rational order in the flux of particulars, a cosmos correspondent to the cosmos within.
Fleissner, Robert F. "Prufrock's Ricardian Posture." Research Studies, 47 (197 9), 27-36. (Eliot's
indebtedness to Pater's Appreciations)
_,,....Harris, Wendell V. "The Road to and From Eliot's 'The Place of Pater'." Texas Studies in Lit. and
~., 23 (Summer 1981), 183-96. Harris considers issues raised by Eliot's article of 1930, "The Place
( o!Pater." He finds there not so much a conclusive evaluation of Pater as what he calls "the
convergence of certain rhetorical and philosophical high roads." While both Pater and Eliot, for
' example, distinguish between the classic and romantic modes, it is Pater who grasps that the debate
is an historical constant. Rather than being merely a local "modern" concern arising from an
/
immediate sense of crisis as Eliot experiences it, for Pater the conflict between classic and
romantic, ethics and aesthetics reaches back to the pre-Socratics and reappears in each epoch.
Harris writes, "it was not that [Pater] carelessly confused the good and the beautiful, but that he
v knew that the two kinds of worth had been inextricably intertwined in Western thought since Plato
\ and refused to acquiesce in a smaller perspective." Harris cites Arthur Symons' "failure of nerve" as
an example of how difficult it was to maintain Pater's balance between skepticism and aspiration
unsupported by the intellectual context. For Symons "relativism" becomes a synonym for the fad of
decadence. Harris concludes by finding Pater more radical than Eliot in anticipating what it means
to be modern. Rejecting absolutism, Pater even anticipates recent criticism by "elaborately arguing
·.; ... that modern responses to a work of an earlier century are necessarily different from those of its
contemporary readers." Harris finally locates Pater's contemporaneity by aligning his interests with
those of Jonathan Culler in Structuralist Poetics and showng the congruence between Pater's
) hermeneutics and Richard Palmer's summary of phenomenological criticism in "Thirty Theses on
Interpretation."

---

Perlis, Alan D. "Beyond Epiphany: Pater's Aesthetic Hero in the Works of Joyce." JJQ, 17 (Spring
1980), 272-79. Perlis offers to explore the parallel development of the aesthetic hero in Pater and
Joyce. His article uses Robert Scotto's "Vision and 'Epiphanies': Fictional Techniques in Pater's
Marius and Joyce's Portrait" [JJQ, ll (1973)] as a starting point, although Perlis feels that the
"question of the two writers' general aesthetic orientation" remains open. The most important
feature linking Pater and Joyce for the author is their common insistence on "the object's own
essence or quiddity ... which is always the Aesthetic Hero's visionary starting point." They insist,
moreover, on the autonomy of the object. This insistence distances Pater and Joyce from the
Ruskinian dictum that "the artist must make a moral commitment to his subject." By contrast Pater
and Joyce create a lover/hero who is "aesthetically committed," passive and amoral. Finally Perlis
asserts that "Molly is the embodiment of that aesthetic hero of Pater's who would allow sensations
to flow unimpeded to him [sicl .''
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Peters, Robert. "The Cult of the Returned Apollo: Walter Pater's Renaissance and Imaginary
Portraits." JPRS, 2 (Nov. 1981), 53-69. Peters reads both The Renaissance and Imaginary Portraits
as works with central homosexual themes, and regards "the violence in Pater's tales as a reflection
of Pater's own guilt feelings, subconscious perhaps, about being homosexual. The rending of Apollo is
a symbolic act of self-laceration blent with a paradoxical defiance against a persecuting society: the
Apollo does return, and, by extension, the homosexual may eventually have his day" (p. 68).
Tintner, Adeline R. "Another Germ for 'The Author of Beltraffio': James, Pater, and Botticelli's
Madonnas." JPRS, 1 (Nov. 1980), 14-19. During the spring of 1874 James saw Botticelli's Madonnas
at the Pitti Palace. Tintner states that in reporting on his response to these paintings in "Florentine
Notes," a section of Transatlantic Sketches, James uses terms that recall Pater's idea that the
Madonnas "shrink from the pressure of the divine child"; but he goes beyond Pater, stating: "Such a
melancholy mother as this of Botticelli would have strangled her baby in its cradle to rescue it from
the future" (p. 15). To Tintner this is the other germ from which James's Mrs. Ambient grew (the
first being Mrs. John Addington Symonds's lack of sympathy with her husband's aesthetic ideas).
Tintner also draws parallels between the aesthetic attitudes of Pater and those of Mark Ambient and
the narrator of the story.
Reviews
Brake, Laurel. The Case of Walter Pater, by Michael Levey (London: Thames & Hudson, 1978), and
Walter Pater: the Critical Herita e, by Robert M. Seiler (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1980). In
Vic. Periodicals Rev., 14 Spring 1981), 31-33. Brake praises Levey for evoking character and scene
effectively and for providing some new details about Pater's early life and his life at Oxford, but
faults him for "lacunae" in his presentation of Pater's life that result from "overdependence" on
Pater's writings and from "lack of reference to much of the extant research on Pater." She praises
Seiler for his good use of the Macmillan archives and his inclusion of material besides essays and
reviews in his coverage, such as extracts from letters, which make his book a belated memorial
volume as well as a survey of criticism. However, she questions his principle of selection and finds
that in his introduction he gives too much weight to the opinions of Walter Hamilton.
Harris, Wendell V. Walter Pater's Art of Autobiography, by Gerald Monsman (New Haven ann
London: Yale Univ. Press, 1980), and "Rejoinder: Monsman to Harris." In Engl. Lit. In Transition, 24,
iii (1981), 161-68. Harris and Monsman value differently the assumptions and the vocabulary basic to
the critical method of the book.
-Hill, Katherine C. "Virginia Woolf: ' a Review Essay" (on The Absent Father by Perry Meisel [see
Marcus, below] and two other books on Woolf). In ELT, 25, ii (1982), 117-22. Hill's central judgment
is that "Meisel . . . has written some excellent discussions of Woolf's work and some excellent
· analyses of Pater's work," but that "he finally doesn't make the close connection between the two
convincing" (p. 118). She sees the significance of Meisel's reading of Pater: "Pater admits that 'self'
is made up of the very stuff of the world around it, and, as an author, Pater identifies this 'stuff' as
language. Thus, for Pater, the whole challenge of expressing the self becomes the challenge of
differentiating the self's language from the vast 'undertexture' ••. or 'textuality' .•• that makes up
the common life of culture." In line with this restating of Meisel's idea of Pater's conception of the
self, she states: "Marius the Epicurean teaches us that 'a modification or rewriting of the past is the
price of strength and composure in the present'."
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Marcus, Jane. The Absent Father: Virginia Woolf and Walter Pater, by Perry Meisel (New Haven and
London: Yale Univ. Press, 1980), with two books not concerned with Pater. In VS., 24 (Spring 1981),
378-80. Marcus scoffs at Meisel's idea that Pater was a dominant influence upon Virginia Woolf. Her
most cogent remark is this: "Brenda Silver's study of Woolf's reading notes will show how many 1
hundreds of writers she studied to see how the trick's done." (Marcus had quoted Woolf's statement \
that she wanted "to study" Stevenson and Pater "to see how the trick's done.")
_..-

-10Monsman, Gerald. Pater and His Early Critics, by Franklin E. Court (English Literary Studies, No.
21, Univ. of Victoria, 1980). In ELT, 24, iv (1981), 213-14. Monsman finds no new material in this
monograph, and he questions the wisdom of Court's excluding the critics associated with the
"aesthetic movement"; but he states: "Court's witty and graceful prose, his grasp of details and his
vivid portraits of the early critics, all enrich the reader's insight into this formative period of
Pater's reputation."
Dissertations (U .S.A .)
Holloway, Anna Rebecca. "Henry James and the Intellectuals: Relativism and Form in G. Eliot, R.
Browning, W. Pater, and H. James." Kent State Univ., 1981. (DAI, 42, 1646-A) Holloway finds the
relativism of Eliot, Browning, and Pater to be qualified by the imposition of "nonrelativist
standards" in "the evaluation and understanding of human behavior," whereas she finds James to be
thoroughly relativistic. From a comparison of Marius the Epicurean and The Ambassadors she
concludes that in spite of his asserted relativism, Pater "discusses philosophies encountered by his
protagonist and creates a compromise ending to suggest an acceptable final position."
Weinberg, Gail S. "Botticelli and the Aesthetes: the Victorian Literary Response to a Renaissance
Painter." Harvard University, 1980. For information on this work, write Gail Weinberg, 4
Trowbridge Place, Cambridge, MA 02138.
Additional News Item
Dr. Carolyn Williams, on leave from Boston University, is this year a Fellow at the Mary Ingraham
Bunting Institute of Radcliffe College. She is writing a book on Pater tentatively entitled Myths of
History, which will emphasize Pater's middle and later works, his experiments in genre, and his
developing historicism; and she is presenting at Radcliffe on April 6 a colloquium entitled "Pater's
Renaissance: Myths of Art History."
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